
Gooru provides teachers with an efficiency-focused experience 
to scale personalized learning for each and every student. 

Teachers can discover 
libraries of  school-approved 
and standards-aligned 
content.

Teachers collaborate with 
colleagues, using tools to add 
their own work, customizing 
for student needs.

Teachers share content in the 
classroom or as homework 
assignments, accessible on 
the web and on mobile 
devices. 

While studying, students can 
learn at their own pace, 
indicate understanding and 
ask for clarification from 
peers or teacher. 
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Education experts curate & organize resources into 
Collections, playlists for learning.

Collections are assigned & tracked through built-
in assessments and social signals.



Search for Resources or Collections, filtering 
by type, standard or taxonomy

Discover the best open education resources on the web 
Search or browse curated collections of web resources

Browse libraries of curated collections created by 
experts, schools and organizations.
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Organize resources into collections, playlists for learning
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Build a Library Schools can organize 
curriculum to align with academic standards

Organize & pin 
curated resources, 
collections and 
quizzes into a 
textbook for a 
multimedia rich 
studying experience

Blend web content with custom materials 
using a diverse set of creation tools. 

Make a Classbook
Create Collections or Quizzes

Create a nested folder structure for 
unit and lesson plans. 

Organize Lesson Plans

https://docs.google.com/a/goorulearning.org/presentation/d/1ym4EjuuHoBmp7Hc2s2fU1rvcnGD2cOA20aUd_lyp83Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/a/goorulearning.org/presentation/d/1ym4EjuuHoBmp7Hc2s2fU1rvcnGD2cOA20aUd_lyp83Q/edit?usp=sharing


Teach using collections in the classroom for direct instruction, 
create a flipped environment or assign for studying at home.

Engage and interact with students 
in context of materials, providing 
immediate feedback on the web 
or on mobile devices.

Manage assignments and track 
student progress on collections or 
quizzes.

Teach with collections using direct instruction, flipped 
learning, group rotations, or project based learning. 



Study on any device. Students can pace their learning, 
getting guidance from their teacher and the system.

Students can track progress and performance, recieve 
system feedback & guidance from teacher.

Teachers provide 
guidance, structure and 
content to study.

Study Dashboard allows students to view 
assignments and past usage. 


